ZERO RISK SYSTEM

Liability & Disclaimer This manual is no way be duplicated, copied, or sold on in any form or manner. **It is ok to share the manual with as many people as you want but in the original format.** The contents may not be transferred or used for any other purposes other than for personal use. The author, publisher and any other persons involved in the creation, selling or distribution of this e-book are in no way liable for any losses, profits or damages encountered through any form of use connected with this e-book or the web site. **Anyone caught illegally selling this e-book will be prosecuted.**
Hi, this is Michael from Profit Sports Betting. (http://www.profitsportsbetting.com)

First of all, I would like to wish you a very happy Christmas and New Year.

**Zero Risk method** is a free gift from my side to you. Please read this and make it a part of your betting portfolio.

For those of you who don’t know me, I am Michael & makes living from betting/trading full time on Betfair/Stocks and forex markets.

I also run a website (www.profitsportsbetting.com). As I am a punter and not a website designer, don’t expect a good flashy website from my side 😊

Some of my systems which I launched in last few years are:

- www.placelayformula.com
- www.betfairatm.com
- www.probelfairtrading.com
- www.probetfairtrading.com
- www.betfairsuccessformula.com
- www.2020crickettrading.com
- www.bettinggrenade.com
- www.rate-the-races.com
- www.backingstar.com

All of my systems have been very profitable for my clients and are still producing good profits. All my strategies are very different from traditional betting techniques. I come from the school of thought that you have to try unique angle to be profitable in betting.

Let’s get started with zero risk method now
In this system, I would like you to introduce to a method of making consistent money month by month from book makers. This method can be used on any sports, be it horse racing or soccer or cricket or greyhounds.

Before going further into details, I would assume that you have basic understanding on how Betfair operates and how bookies operate. If you don’t have necessary knowledge, please do google search and you will find ample free material to read and understand the dynamics of betting industry.

I will try to cover most of the concepts related to my system in detail as we move forward.

As you all know, most of the bookmakers have affiliate programs and cash back programs and we will use these opportunities to our advantage.

What is an affiliate program --

**Affiliate program** is a marketing practice in which a bookmaker rewards its affiliates for each customer they have brought to the bookmakers. They reward affiliates by paying them upto 30 % or even 50% of the net revenue made by the bookmakers.

What is cash back --

**Cash Back** is again a marketing strategy used by bookmakers where they reward losing punters by paying them 20 % or 30% or even more of the total amount lost back to the punters at the end of each month.

Now there are two strategies which I will discuss in detail. Let’s talk about the affiliate strategy first.
Affiliate Strategy:

Ask your friend/uncle/or aunt to open an affiliate account with one of the bookmaker (list is given below). Opening an affiliate account does not take much time. It’s an easy registration procedure. We are taking Betsafe as an example. Betsafe is one of our listed bookmakers.

Once you click on affiliates, it will take you to sign up page. Please remember I am just using Betsafe as an example. You can use any of the bookmakers from our list.
I have filled in my details as an example. You should fill details of your uncle/aunt or friend under whom you want to open an affiliate account. When you click on continue button, it will take you to a page where you have to fill in payment details (Bank account details where your uncle/aunt or friend wants to receive money).

After payment details, it will take to a page to fill in media details. If you do not have any site, make one blog and add it here. (However, you will not use this blog or site much in future 😊)
After that, you will go to a login page and fill in username and password & after accepting their terms and conditions, finish page will come with the saying that “thanks for applying and we will contact you shortly.”

As soon as your friend application is approved, you will open the account with the same bookie **under his affiliation code**.

Please remember that your address & your friend’s address have to be different. If bookie finds that you both have the same address and are associated, he will discontinue both the accounts.

So, now in theory, your friend/uncle or aunt has an affiliate account with bookmaker (**& you have full control on that affiliate account**) and you have an account with same bookmaker through your friend under his affiliation. Your
friend will receive a certain percentage of your losings on bookmaker month on month.

**While choosing any bookmaker you have to look for one critical point – reset period.**

We will choose only those bookmakers that reset affiliate accounts after each month and don’t carry over negative amount.

Also we can do only one risk free bet per bookmaker per month (or per reset cycle)

So, you are targeting 150 GBP per bookmaker per bet, and you have account with 10 bookies. **You will make 1500 GBP per month risk free.**

Ok, let's move into actual details where I will take example by placing one bet.

I told you in beginning this system can be used on any of the sports.

Please open the spread sheet which you have received with this system. Please make sure you enable the macros before using this excel sheet.

This spread sheet will calculate two things for you

- How much money we need to stake at Betfair
- How much risk free profit your bet will make

You have to fill following cells in the spreadsheet.

- B 17 – Betfair lay odds
- D 17 – Betfair tax %
- E17 - Bookmaker odds (Obviously back odds)
- F17 - Stake which we are putting on bookmaker
Say, you have favorite horse at one of races at 4.2 on Betfair. Before laying on Betfair, you will need to know the stake which you will get from spreadsheet.

Betfair tax – 5% (If you are paying lesser than tax on Betfair, please fill it accordingly.)

Betsafe odds for this horse is 4.0

We are staking 1000 GBP at bookie

Affiliate commission which your friend/uncle/aunt will receive is say 30%. (It can be higher or lesser, varies from bookie to bookie)
As you can see, I have filled in the exact details in the sheet. I have still not layed at Betfair because I need to know the stake.

OK, Press **Green up** button as shown in the sheet.

As soon as you press the green up button, you can see the equal profit of 147 GBP in both the cases.

Before I explain the two scenarios, please have a look on the Betfair stake (cell 17). You have to stake around **892 GBP** on Betfair.

Now understand the two cases in detail

Case 1) Say you lose your bet on Betfair. you will lose – 2853 on Betfair but you will win 3000 on bookie. So, very simple you will make a profit of 147 GBP.

Case 2) Say you lose your bet on bookie this time. You will lose -1000 on bookie but you will win 847 on Betfair after deducting taxes. So in total, you lose around
-153 but since you have lost on bookie, your friend under whom you have opened the affiliate account, he will get around 300 GBP (30% of 1000 GBP) as a commission from bookmaker for your losing bet. So, if you add 300 GBP with -153 GBP, it comes again at 147 GBP.

Please remember that your friend/uncle or aunt with whosoever you have opened the affiliate account has to be trustworthy.

Now, if you remember I told you in the beginning that you can do only one bet per bookmaker each month.

Let me prove this

In case 1) you have lost on Betfair but won on bookie. So, you have already made profit as your stake was high at bookie. Bookie is at loss of -1000 GBP and therefore, your friend affiliate account is also negative. As bookmaker itself not making money, how can your friend make? Your friend account stands at -300. So you will not bet anymore during this month on bookmaker and wait for your friend’s affiliate account to be reset to zero next month.

In case 2) you have lost your bet on bookie but won on Betfair. So, Bookie is happy and he will give your friend his 300 GBP as affiliate commission. This will compensate your loss and overall you will be in profit. You will not bet second time as there is a risk if your next bet lose on bookie and then your friend will also lose his commission. **So, you have to STOP & wait for account to be reset at start of next month.**

How to circulate your limited money for maximum profit
You don’t need much extra money to bet on 10 bookies during one month in comparison to what we need for one bookie.
If we have won on first bookie and then we have already increased our bank so, we can easily withdraw money from this bookie and distribute again between second bookie and Betfair. Why Betfair? Hey we won first bet on bookie, so we lost on Betfair.

Now, if you lose your first bet on bookie and won on Betfair, now in this case you have to withdraw from Betfair and add a little extra and deposit into second bookie. Like if you look at example above, you have to add 153 GBP for your second bet because your friend account will get credited only at reset time.

**No, we don't need large bank for this system**

Don’t get intimidated by above example, we really don’t need too big a bank. But yes if for those who have big bank they will make more profit. Logic is simple amount of money made is directly proportional to the amount of money you are staking.

For those who have small bank, I suggest focus on short odds.
If you look at above example, we placed bets on very short odds (1.35 – Betfair) & 1.3 on bookie and with a bank of 900 GBP, made 16 GBP approx.

You will need roughly need a bank of 1000 GBP in order to circulate among 10 bookies and you will easily make 160 GBP almost risk free. So a return of 16% per month. No Bank, No financial institution can give you this much return month on month basis.

Please remember that only 2% are profitable from racing & sports in long term and using this method you will soon get into 2 % zone and will keep on making good money if bookmakers keep their affiliation policy same.

Also remember bookies cannot change their affiliates policy easily because lot of their new business comes from affiliates only.

**Cash Back Strategy**
As I mentioned above, in cash back, bookmakers will return back a certain percentage of money which they have lost to the bookmaker. It can be 20 % or even 50% depending on the bookmaker.

Cash back has only difference from affiliate strategy.

- You don’t need an affiliate account of your aunt/uncle and friend.

Bookie will return cash back to your account at the end of month when it resets the account.
So, excel sheet which you have received with the pdf should work in same way for both the strategies.

One point to be noted

Yes, for this system we need bookies which have account reset policy for their affiliates each month.
But this does not mean that we can’t use other bookies at all. We can use other bookies (which don’t have reset policies) at least once. And if you can open account with different/multiple names, then you can use even those bookies more than once.

How to check affiliate account reset policy for any bookmaker

Every bookmaker has affiliate page and that page will always have term and conditions. Always open T & C page and it will clearly mention all rules and conditions related to payments to affiliates.
For example: look at the below screenshot for BetUS bookmaker, it clearly mentions “ No negative carry over “.It means all accounts will be reset at the start of each month.
Also if you still have doubt in understanding any rules for payment, you can always talk to affiliates managers to discuss about the payments. Please do not discuss this system with them.

For example: In above screenshot, you can see “meet the team”…Let’s click on this.
Here you can find email ids and phone no of all affiliates managers of Bet US.

Here is another example to look at:

Have another one. This is UNIBET

I have copied down below

j) In the calculation of Net Profit, when a New Depositor account results in a negative balance for the Affiliate, due to New Depositor winnings and/or bonuses, the said balance will be set to zero at the beginning of each month. No negative carry over will be taken into account from one month to another in the calculation of the Commission due to the Affiliate.
Next one is **Betboo**

http://www.bettoopartners.com/terms-and-conditions.php

Next one is **Nordic Bet**

https://affiliates.nordicbetpartners.com/terms_and_conditions.asp
Next one is PAF

http://www.pafpartners.com/reasons.php
Next one is intertops

http://affiliate.intertops.com/terms_and_conditions.asp
Next one is RakeBack Online (This bookie offers good cashback on sportsbook)

http://en.rakeback-online.com
Next one is thesportsbook
Chipspilt is their affiliate partner.
Affiliate link is: [http://www.chipspilt.com/index.html](http://www.chipspilt.com/index.html)
Next one is youwin

Next one is Canbet

Next one is Luxbet
Next one is Jetbull
Affiliate link is http://affiliates.jetbull.com/terms_and_conditions.asp

Next one is Interwetten
Affiliate link is http://affiliates.interwetten.com/
More Bookies with their affiliate links:

Zedbet: [http://www.zedbet.com/affiliates](http://www.zedbet.com/affiliates)

So, I have shown you more than 20 bookmakers which offer no negative carry over policy. I am sure you can easily find 20 more.

**Please always read their terms & conditions in detail before open your & your friend’s affiliate account.**

For example: Some bookmakers transfer money to affiliate bank account only if it is more than a specific amount like 40 GBP or 50 Euro, so in those cases you have to adjust your stake accordingly.

Because since you will bet only once per month on any bookmaker, so please make sure your receive minimum money in affiliate account so that you can transfer it to your bank.

This system is 100% risk free. We are not losing a single penny in whole process. And I am sure this method will continue to work because bookmakers cannot get away with their affiliate marketing anytime in future.

**Please remember I will not provide any email support for this method.**

Cheers
Michael
[www.profitsportsbetting.com](http://www.profitsportsbetting.com)